Watzmann Thermal Spa Berchtesgaden
The family-friendly thermal bath
Fun and recreation for all demands and all ages on a water surface of 900m². The
discreet architecture with its glass, wood and fresh colours assimilates harmoniously
into Berchtesgaden’s scenic landscape. This alpine scenery has inspired the thermal
bath offers in many respects. Families with small children enjoy their own colourful
water-world in the large child`s pool, bigger "kids" can enjoy themselves in the Fun- and
Adventure Pool, slip through the 80-metre Blackhole-Slide or do their lanes in the
swimming and sports pool. All of this is to find in our water area.
Our generous sauna area is a true oasis for all those who seek health benefits. Visiting
the sauna trains the body’s adaptability to changing temperatures: the cosy warmness
of the sauna cabin expands the blood vessels of the skin; cooling off afterwards in the
cold pool causes the blood vessels to narrow again. While sweating at 80°C for example,
you can simultaneously marvel at Berchtesgadens alpine world - one saunas large
picture window offers a scenic view on Berchtesgadens town centre and surrounding
mountains.
The brine area at Watzmann Thermal Spa contains our regions natural salt found,
known to promote health and well-being. Enjoy the white crystals beneficial effects in
our in- and outdoor saltwater pool, relax in one of our numerous brine-cabins and
recharge your batteries.
We look forward to your visit!
Watzmann Therme GmbH
Bergwerkstraße 54
83471 Berchtesgaden
Tel.: +49 8652 9464-0
Fax: +49-8652-9464-44
info@watzmann-therme.de
www.watzmann-therme.de
facebook.com/watzmann.therme
Opening hours
Opened perennial
Daily: 10.00 a.m. - 10.00 p.m.
December 24th and 31st special opening hours
On Mondays: Ladies day in sauna (except on holidays and Bavarian vacation.)
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